
The Honorable Hamadoun Toure
Secretary-General
International Telecommunication Union
CH 1211 Geneva 20
Switzerland

Dear Dr. Toure :

The United States welcomes your initiative found in Circular Letter 143 in which you invite
Administrations to participate actively in consultations on seven items found together in
Resolution 147 (Antalya, 2006) and Council Decision 08/49 . These issues go to the heart of the
International Telecommunication Union's (ITU) mission, structure, and procedures . In the light
of a constantly changing technological and policy environment, these seven areas demand
careful consideration by all Members of the ITU . We are fully cognizant that over the next
months, Administrations will base many of their proposals to the Plenipotentiary (2010) on these
issues. The United States will certainly follow this course .

At this stage, we would offer our views on the fundamental principles that guide our
understanding of the mission, structure, and procedures of the ITU . We will return to these
principles when we prepare and submit our proposals to the Plenipotentiary. The fundamental
principles include the following :

•

	

The ITU is an intergovernmental organization that relies upon its Member State
constituency for its core mission while fully recognizing and appreciating the essential
role played by Sector Members and Associates .

•

	

The three Sectors of Radiocommunication, Standardization, and Development are
essential to the structure and functioning of the ITU . Each Sector has its respective
history based on needs of its Member States, as well as a current, well-defined mission .

•

	

The ITU relies upon a fair, neutral and effective Secretariat to manage its activities and
procedures .

•

	

The ITU must adhere to budgetary discipline consistent with zero nominal growth while
fulfilling the core mission of the organization .

•

	

The Plenipotentiary treaty documents of the organization must sustain its core mission ;
the substance of the treaty documents should be respected and changed only when proven
essential to the fulfillment of the ITU mission .

•

	

The ITU should remain responsive to a changing technological environment .
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The core competencies of the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) - assistance in
bridging the digital divide, international and regional cooperation, radio spectrum management,
standards development and the dissemination of information - are of crucial importance for
building infrastructure . In summation, the United States views the ITU as a vital international
organization whose long history has proven its resilience and whose essential mission and
structures should be maintained .

On a matter of relevancy to the ongoing efficient functioning of Council, the United States would
like to offer the following perspective . The four-year period since the Plenipotentiary in Antalya
has proven that changes should be made in the creation and duration of Working Groups of
Council. The current situation requires that representatives of Member States spend eight-to-ten
days in Geneva twice a year, while also spending nearly three weeks in Geneva twice a year for
additional meetings to cover the Management Governance Board, Financial Regulations and
Working Groups of Council. This has caused considerable strain on Member State and Sector
Member resources, particularly as we collectively face the impact of the global economic crisis .
Change in this practice is required . We welcome analysis of this issue, and would consider the
following options as solutions : (1) that Council should create working groups based on direction
from the Strategic Plan at the Plenipotentiary Conference ; (2) that the duration of the working
group should relate to its purpose ; and (3) that the meetings of working groups should be
integrated into the agenda of Council and convened at the time of Council . We look forward to
discussing this issue with colleagues during the October 2009 session of Council .

We would again wish to express our appreciation to the Secretary-General for taking the
initiative in Circular Letter 143 . The present consultations will no doubt produce many
constructive ideas. The sustainability of the ITU is vital to all its Members and to the
advancement of global communications connectivity on which our economies, societies and
cultures are dependent .

I remain,

Richard C. Beaird
United States Coordinator, Acting

International Communications and Information Policy
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